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“Behold the church:  You must understand this is no dead pile of stones and unmeaning timber. 

It is a living thing. When you enter it you hear a sound... Listen long enough and you will learn that it is 

made up of the beating of human hearts, of the nameless music of people’s souls.” Words taken from 

our chalice lighting this morning.  

I knew that All Souls was a special place before I ever came here in person. Your positive 

reputation proceeded you. I experienced the hospitality and warmth of the Souls here from the moment 

that I first stepped inside the building.  It was almost one year ago, I was here to interview to be your 

Ministerial Intern.  

My stomach flip flopped with nervous, excited energy the whole drive down from West Hartford 

to New London. I pulled into the parking lot, saw the beautiful chalice on the welcoming sign, and I 

could breathe again. Seeing the chalice reminded me that we are one. Many congregations, one 

movement.  

I stepped across the threshold of the doorway into the vestibule and was greeted by Arlene’s 

enormous and loving smile. She rose from her desk, beaming, as if to say, “Welcome, my friend. We’ve 

been waiting for you.” Never underestimate the power of first encounters, smiles, and a warm welcome.  

Nine months later as I stood upon this chancel for the first time next to Carolyn, I looked out at 

your sea of faces. The energy and love in this room was palpable. I was so proud to be a Unitarian 

Universalist. You. All Souls. All unique, beautiful Souls. Your energy, enthusiasm, smiles, singing out loud 

– you are Unitarian Universalism at its finest.  

It is no coincidence that All Souls was recognized by the Unitarian Universalist Association as a 

Break Through Congregation in 2012. This is a congregation that broke through barriers. “If every New 

England congregation could do some of what New London has done, we would have [another] Great 

Awakening in New England. The potential here is enormous.”  So read the 2012 Fall issue of the UU 

World, our Association’s magazine.  

For those of you who like me, are not sure what a Great Awakening is; I did some research. 

There have been of two or three of them, depending on who you ask, in the history of our country.  

The first, which happened in the mid 1700’s, was essentially a reaction moving religion away 

from pomp and circumstance, toward a personal experience. People were encouraged to consider and 

determine their own beliefs. (Christian, but still.)  
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The Second Great Awakening was a Protestant revival movement at the start of the 19th Century 

in protest to the rationalism that was emerging in religion at the time. This resulted in millions of new 

members joining evangelical denominations.  

The Third is debatable but for those who call it such, this Great Awakening was filled with the 

social activism of the 1850’s and early 1900’s.  It was known as the Social Gospel Movement.  

“If every New England congregation could do some of what New London has done, we would 

have another Great Awakening.” read the article.  

You have done some remarkable things over the past several years. This congregation 

responded to a need and partnered with the community in meeting that need. There was a need for a 

welcoming place for the homeless in this city to go to during the daytime. A place where they could be 

treated as dignified, worthy, human beings.  

This congregation didn’t do this because you believed that you were better than, you did it 

because you knew that we are all one. That when one Soul hurts, we all hurt. That today, one of us is 

providing respite and tomorrow that same person may need a place of respite.  

You responded not because you had a tremendous number of meetings, or because you were 

extraordinarily wealthy, or good. But because you saw no barriers, no differences, you saw humanity 

and you responded.  

There are other UU congregations that demonstrate this kind of love.  The Universalist Church in 

West Hartford is a site for fresh mobile produce, delivered each Monday morning to people who are 

hungry or who have to choose between paying the rent and buying fresh produce. Some of us can 

relate. 150 people come each week, word of mouth, to be greeted hospitably. Most recently, the church 

has opened Feed Your Soul Café. Each Monday everyone there has breakfast together, volunteers, 

people receiving the produce, drivers of the trucks, cooks. People.  

That’s what we do as Unitarian Universalists. We don’t ask for credentials. We don’t seek to 

reform or change. We seek to live in harmony. To live knowing that we are all connected in this 

interdependent web of life. This hurting, aching, beautiful, web of life.  

 That’s Unitarian Universalism.  
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 I don’t know about you, but I have identified as a Unitarian Universalist from the very beginning. 

Perhaps it is because I knew that I was UU decades before I joined a congregation. Or maybe it was 

because I tend to see the bigger picture, but whatever the case, my identity was and continues to be 

with our larger faith. 

I have been very involved in two congregations over the past 20 years. RE teacher, President, 

membership chair, parent, participant, giver, recipient. At times I’ve been frustrated. Three times, I even 

checked out other churches. Never for long, a service or two actually. Each time, I would find myself 

siting in the other service and missing you all. I didn’t even know you, but I missed “us”. UU’s. I wanted 

to go home. And I did.  

 I’ve been burned out before. I took a few years and allowed myself to not be as involved. Gave 

myself the gift of attending worship each week. Over time my burned outness healed. I was 

rejuvenated.  

 So I’m not saying that I’ve never been mad, or frustrated, or sad by the happenings within our 

walls. But I’ve never given up hope and I’ve never stopped believing in our faith tradition.  

This congregation is amazing. You have broken barriers. And yet, we must always beware. We 

cannot become too comfortable. What was done yesteryear establishes a reputation, and does good but 

it does not carry on forever. The time comes when we are called to respond to the needs of today.  If All 

Souls is to continue to break down barriers, if it is to continue to lead the way for our liberal religious 

faith, we must be attentive and we must respond. We must continue to be trail blazers, partners, with 

our neighbors and with the wider world.  

We are a liberal religious tradition. We do not all think the same, we do not all share theological 

beliefs or spiritual practices, we are not governed by a creed. But we are also not a civic organization or 

a club. We are here to make meaning and to create and sustain beloved community and to actualize our 

liberal religious values, our 7 principles --- in this space, on those streets, in the region, the country and 

the world.  

Exciting things are things happening here.  Mike Alewitz, an international muralist, working with 

us, with our neighbors, and with all the youth, to create a public statement on this building. Our liberal 

religious values in art. Imagine that.  Our principles, beautifying the neighborhood helping to create a 

more connected, empowered community.  
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We’re getting a wayside pulpit. Basically it is a bulletin board with different quotes on it each 

month. Quotes representative of our liberal religious faith. Many people tell stories of how such a 

wayside pulpit drew them into their first UU church.  Another bold, statement pronouncing our values 

to the larger world.  

The work is just begun. There is much to be done. So many possibilities. This is not work for the 

faint of heart, nor is it once and done.   

Like any good relationship, our faith needs tending. We must care. We must give. And the joy of 

giving is huge. We feed our souls by being connected, by being an intentional part of something larger 

than ourselves. This congregation. Our UU faith.  

There are 160,000 UU members in the United States. That is not a lot of people.  About 9 years 

ago, I worked for a national nonprofit organization that had over 2 million members. This organization 

was controversial, maybe not in the wall of UU congregation, but in the general population, yes.  And 

that nonprofit, at 2 million members, was fearful that they were going to become obsolete.  

It is estimated that for every one of the 160,000 UU members there are at least 3 other people 

who identify as UU but have not joined a congregation. Here at All Souls something like 1/3 of our Souls 

are not members. And yet you give, of your time, your money, your passion and your presence. We 

know that. And we recognize that, and we love you.  

Peter Morales, the President of the Unitarian Universalist Association asks that we think of 

ourselves as a religious movement.  Which we are. Not just many isolated congregations, we are a 

movement.  This reminds me of a triangle. The strongest geometric figure there is, what some bridges 

are built from. One point on the triangle is the religious movement of Unitarian Universalism, one point 

is this congregation and the other point is each of us.  

Connections as described by this triangle, of UU, congregations, and individuals, will build strong 

bridges. Bridges that last. Bridges that carry across waters and make movement that one piece at a time 

would never be possible. 

Let’s be proud to be Unitarian Universalist. All Souls is great but we cannot do it alone. And why 

would we want to anyhow? Today we may be a leader, tomorrow, we may need to be led. We are all 

part of this interdependent web of life. We need one another.  
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Come to General Assembly. This is an opportunity where UU’s from all over the country come 

together. If you haven’t been to one - they are amazing!! It’s in Providence for gosh sakes, this year. We 

want to get a busload of Souls to go there tougher.   

Get to know your fellow travelers in this journey of faith. Make connections, build bridges. Join 

the movement.  Set the new logo as your computer’s screen saver. Friend the UUA on Facebook. Make 

your voice known.  

160,000 members, or half a million supporters, is not enough but it’s a darn good start. Let’s 

build this movement here in New London, and in the larger world. Let’s be part of the solution. Let’s 

share our liberal religious faith boldly. The world is crying for it.  

 

Amen and Blessed Be   

 


